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DESY-04-065ZU-TH 06/04May 2004Impliation of the B ! (�; !)  Branhing Ratiosfor the CKM PhenomenologyAhmed AliTheory Group, Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, D-22603 Hamburg, FRG. 1Enrio LunghiInstitut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Z�urih, CH-8057 Z�urih, Switzerland. 2Alexander Ya. ParkhomenkoInstitut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Bern, CH-3012 Bern, Switzerland. 3 4We study the impliation of the reent measurement by the BELLE ollaboration ofthe averaged branhing fration �Bexp[B ! (�; !) ℄ = (1:8+0:6�0:5 � 0:1)� 10�6 for the CKMphenomenology. Combined with the averaged branhing fration �Bexp(B ! K� ) =(4:06�0:26)�10�5 measured earlier, this yields �Rexp[(�; !) =K�℄ = (4:2�1:3)% for theratio of the two branhing frations. Updating earlier theoretial analysis of these deaysbased on the QCD fatorization framework, and onstraining the CKM-Wolfenstein pa-rameters from the unitarity �ts, our results yield �Bth[B ! (�; !) ℄ = (1:38�0:42)�10�6and �Rth[(�; !) =K�℄ = (3:3 � 1:0)%, in agreement with the BELLE data. Leav-ing instead the CKM-Wolfenstein parameters free, our analysis gives (at 68% C.L.)0:16 � jVtd=Vtsj � 0:29, whih is in agreement with but less preise than the indiretCKM-unitarity �t of the same, 0:18 � jVtd=Vtsj � 0:22. The isospin-violating ratio inthe B ! � deays and the SU(3)-violating ratio in the B0d ! (�0; !)  deays are pre-sented together with estimates of the diret and mixing-indued CP-asymmetries in theB ! (�; !)  deays within the SM. Their measurements will overonstrain the angle �of the CKM-unitarity triangle.1E-mail: ahmed.ali�desy.de2E-mail: lunghi�physik.unizh.h3E-mail: parkh�itp.unibe.h4On leave of absene from Department of Theoretial Physis, Yaroslavl State University, Sovietskaya14, 150000 Yaroslavl, Russia. 1



1. Introdution. Reently, the BELLE ollaboration have presented evidene for theobservation of the deays B+ ! �+, B0d ! �0 and B0d ! ! (and their hargedonjugates) [1℄. Their observation based on an integrated luminosity of 140 fb�1 laksthe statistial signi�ane in the individual hannels, but ombining the data in the threedeay modes and their harged onjugates yields a signal at 3:5� C.L. [1℄:�Bexp[B ! (�; !) ℄ = (1:8+0:6�0:5 � 0:1) � 10�6: (1)This result updates the previous upper bounds [2℄ by the BELLE ollaboration, while theupper bound from the BABAR ollaboration (at 90% C.L.) [3℄:�Bexp[B ! (�; !) ℄ < 1:9 � 10�6; (2)remains to be updated. The experimental averages given above are de�ned as:�B[B ! (�; !) ℄ � 12 �B(B+ ! �+) + �B+�B0 �B(B0d ! �0) + B(B0d ! !)�� ; (3)and the world average [4℄ for the B-meson lifetime ratio:�B+=�B0 = 1:086 � 0:017; (4)has been used in arriving at the BELLE result (1). This is the �rst observation ofthe CKM-suppressed eletromagneti penguin b ! d transition. The CKM-allowedb ! s transition in the exlusive deays B ! K� was observed more than a deadeago by the CLEO ollaboration [5℄, followed by the observation of the inlusive deayB ! Xs in 1994 [6℄. Sine then, data on these deay modes have been provided bya number of experimental ollaborations, and the urrent situation is summarized inTable 1. In getting the isospin-averaged branhing ratio �Bexp(B ! K�), we used thefollowing de�nition:�Bexp(B ! K�) � 12 �Bexp(B+ ! K�+) + �B+�B0 Bexp(B0d ! K�0)� ; (5)and the world average (4) for the B-meson lifetime ratio. Table 1 also ontains themeasurements of the inlusive deay B ! Xs branhing fration, the resulting ratioof the exlusive-to-inlusive deay rates Rexp(K�=Xs), for eah experiment separately,and their world averages, with the errors added in quadrature.The measurements from BELLE and the upper limit from BABAR on the B !(�; !) deays given in (1) and (2), respetively, an be ombined with their respetivemeasurements of the B ! K� deay rates to yield the following ratios:Rexp[(�; !)=K�℄ < 0:047; (BABAR) (6)Rexp[(�; !)=K�℄ = 0:042 � 0:013; (BELLE) (7)where Rexp[(�; !)=K�℄ = �Bexp[B ! (�; !) ℄= �Bexp(B ! K�). In this paper, we do ananalysis of the two quantities in Eqs. (1) and (7) in the ontext of the SM.2



Table 1: The branhing ratios averaged over the harge-onjugated modes (in unitsof 10�5) of the exlusive deays B+ ! K�+ and B0d ! K0� and the inlusive deayB ! Xs taken from Refs. [4, 7{10℄. The averaged branhing ratios de�ned in (5) andthe ratio of the exlusive-to-inlusive branhing ratios Rexp(K�=Xs) are also tabulated.Fration BABAR BELLE CLEO AverageBexp(B+ ! K�+) 3:87� 0:28� 0:26 4:25� 0:31� 0:24 3:76+0:89�0:83� 0:28 4:03� 0:26Bexp(B0d ! K�0) 3:92� 0:20� 0:24 4:01� 0:21� 0:17 4:55+0:72�0:68� 0:34 4:01� 0:20�Bexp(B ! K�) 4:06� 0:26 4:30� 0:25 4:35� 0:62 4:20� 0:17Bexp(B ! Xs) 38:8� 3:6+5:7�4:6 35:5� 3:2+3:0+1:1�3:1�0:7 32:1� 4:3+3:2�2:9 35:1� 3:0Rexp(K�=Xs) 0:105+0:021�0:016 0:121+0:019�0:015 0:136+0:033�0:027 0:117� 0:0122. E�etive Hamiltonian. The starting point for the theoretial disussion of theradiative b ! d deays (equivalently B ! � and B ! ! deays) is an e�etiveHamiltonian obtained from the Standard Model (SM) by integrating out the heavy degreesof freedom (the top quark and W�-bosons). The resulting expression at the sale � =O(mb), where mb is the b-quark mass, is given byHb!de� = GFp2 nVubV �ud hC(u)1 (�)O(u)1 (�) + C(u)2 (�)O(u)2 (�)i (8)+VbV �d hC()1 (�)O()1 (�) + C()2 (�)O()2 (�)i� VtbV �td �Ce�7 (�)O7(�) + Ce�8 (�)O8(�)�+ : : :	 ;where GF is the Fermi oupling onstant, and only the dominant terms are shown. Theoperators O(q)1 and O(q)2 , (q = u; ), are the standard four-fermion operators:O(q)1 = ( �d��(1�5)q�) (�q��(1�5)b�); O(q)2 = ( �d��(1�5)q�) (�q��(1�5)b�); (9)and O7 and O8 are the eletromagneti and hromomagneti penguin operators, respe-tively:O7 = emb8�2 ( �d����(1 + 5)b�)F��; O8 = gsmb8�2 ( �d����(1 + 5)T a��b�)Ga�� : (10)Here, e and gs are the eletri and olour harges, F�� and Ga�� are the eletromagneti andgluoni �eld strength tensors, respetively, T a�� are the olour SU(N) group generators,and the quark olour indies � and � and gluoni olour index a are written expliitly.Note that in the operators O7 and O8 the d-quark mass ontributions are negligible andtherefore omitted. The oeÆients C(q)1 (�) and C(q)2 (�) in Eq. (8) are the usual WilsonoeÆients orresponding to the operators O(q)1 and O(q)2 , while the oeÆients Ce�7 (�)3



and Ce�8 (�) inlude also the e�ets of the QCD penguin four-fermion operators whihare assumed to be present in the e�etive Hamiltonian (8) and denoted by ellipses there.For details and numerial values of these oeÆients, see [11℄ and referene therein. Weuse the standard Bjorken-Drell onvention [12℄ for the metri and the Dira matries;in partiular 5 = i0123, and the totally antisymmetri Levi-Civita tensor "���� isde�ned as "0123 = +1.For the b ! s deay (equivalently the B ! K� deays), the e�etive Hamilto-nian Hb!se� desribing the b ! s transition an be obtained by the replaement of thequark �eld d� by s� in all the operators in Eqs. (9) and (10) and by replaing the CKMfators VqbV �qd ! VqbV �qs (q = u; ; t) in Hb!de� (8). Noting that among the three fa-tors VqbV �qs, the ombination VubV �us is CKM suppressed, the orresponding ontributionsto the deay amplitude an be safely negleted. Thus, within this approximation, unitar-ity of the CKM matrix yields VbV �s = �VtbV �ts, the dependene on the CKM fators in thee�etive Hamiltonian Hb!se� fatorizes, and the CKM fator is taken as VtbV �ts. Note alsothat the three CKM fators shown inHb!de� are of the same order of magnitude and, hene,the matrix elements in the deays b! d and B ! (�; !) have non-trivial dependeneon the CKM parameters.3. Theoretial framework for the B ! V  deays. To get the matrix elements forthe B ! V  (V = K�; �; !) deays, we need to alulate the matrix elements hV jOijBi,where Oi are the operators appearing in Hb!se� and Hb!de� . At the leading order in �s,this involves only the operators O7, O(u)1 and O(u)2 , where the latter two are importantonly for the B ! (�; !) deays. One also uses the terminology of the short-distaneand long-distane ontributions, where the former haraterizes the top-quark induedpenguin-amplitude and the latter inludes the penguin amplitude from the u- and -quarkintermediate states and also the so-alled weak annihilation and W -exhange ontribu-tions. There are also other topologies, suh as the annihilation penguin diagrams, whih,however, are small. For a reent disussion of the long-distane e�ets in B ! V  deaysand referenes to earlier papers, see Ref. [13℄.Inluding the O(�s) orretions, all the operators listed in (9) and (10) have to beinluded. A onvenient framework to arry out these alulations is the QCD fatorizationframework [14℄ whih allows to express the hadroni matrix elements in the shematiform: hV jOijBi = FB!VT Ii + Z dk+2� 1Z0 du�B;+(k+)T IIi (k+; u)�V?(u); (11)where FB!V are the transition form fators de�ned through the matrix elements of theoperator O7, �B;+(k+) is the leading-twist B-meson wave-funtion with k+ being a light-one omponent of the spetator quark momentum, �V?(u) is the leading-twist light-onedistribution amplitude (LCDA) of the transversely-polarized vetor meson V , and u isthe frational momentum of the vetor meson arried by one of the two partons. Thequantities T Ii and T IIi are the hard-perturbative kernels alulated to order �s, with4



the latter ontaining the so-alled hard-spetator ontributions. The fatorization for-mula (11) holds in the heavy quark limit, i.e., to order �QCD=MB. This fatorizationframework has been used to alulate the branhing frations and related quantities forthe deays B ! K� [15{17℄ and B ! � [15,17℄. The isospin violation in the B ! K�deays in this framework have also been studied [18℄. (For appliations to B ! K��, seeRefs. [16,19,20℄). Very reently, the hard-spetator ontribution arising from the hromo-magneti operator O8 have also been alulated in next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO)in �s showing that the spetator interations fatorize in the heavy quark limit [21℄. How-ever, the numerial e�et of the resummed NNLO ontributions is marginal and we shallnot inlude this in our update.In what follows we shall use the notations and results from Ref. [15℄, to whih werefer for detailed derivations, and point out the hanges (and orretions) that we haveinorporated in this analysis. The branhing ratio of the B ! K� deay orreted toO(�s) an be written as follows [15℄:Bth(B ! K�) = �B G2F�jVtbV �tsj232�4 m2b;poleM3B h�(K�)? i2 �1 � m2K�M2B �3 ���C(0)e�7 (�) +A(1)(�)���2 ;(12)where � is the �ne-struture onstant, mb;pole is the b-quark pole mass, and MB and mK�are the B- and K�-meson masses, respetively. The quantity �(K�)? is the soft part ofthe QCD form fator TK�1 (q2) in the B ! K� transition, whih is evaluated at q2 = 0in the HQET limit. For this study, we onsider �(K�)? as a free parameter; its value willbe extrated from the urrent experimental data on B ! K� deays. Note that thequantity �(K�)? used here is normalized at the sale � = mb;pole of the pole b-quark mass.The orresponding quantity in Ref. [19℄ is de�ned at the sale � = mb;PS involving thepotential-subtrated (PS) b-quark mass [22, 23℄, whih is numerially very lose to thepole mass used here.The funtion C(0)e�7 (�) in Eq. (12) is the Wilson oeÆient of the eletromagnetioperator O7 in the leading order and the funtion A(1)(�) inludes all the NLO orretions:A(1)(�) = A(1)C7 (�) +A(1)ver(�) +A(1)K�sp (�sp); (13)where A(1)C7 , A(1)ver and A(1)K�sp denote the O(�s) orretions in the Wilson oeÆient Ce�7 ,the b! s vertex, and the hard-spetator ontributions, respetively. Their expliit ex-pressions are given in Eqs. (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11) of Ref. [15℄. The values used in thenumerial analysis are olleted in Table 2. Some omments on the input values are inorder. The top-quark mass (interpreted here as the pole mass) has been reently updatedand revised upwards by the Tevatron eletroweak group [24℄, and the new world aver-age mt;pole = (178 � 4:3) GeV is being used in our analysis. The produt jVtbV �tsj of theCKM matrix elements an be obtained from the estimate jVbj = 0:0412 � 0:0021 [25℄using the relation jVtbV �tsj ' (1 � �2=2)jVbj, whih yields jVtbV �tsj = 0:0402 � 0:0020 for� = 0:2224. The SU(3)-breaking e�ets in the K- and K�-meson LCDAs have beenreently re-estimated by Ball and Boglione [26℄. In this update, the transverse deay5



Table 2: Input quantities and their values used in the theoretial analysis. The values ofthe masses, oupling onstants and �h given in the �rst four rows are �xed, and those ofthe others are varied in their indiated ranges to estimate theoretial unertainties on thevarious observables disussed in the text.Parameter Value Parameter ValueMW 80.423 GeV MZ 91.1876 GeVMB 5.279 GeV mK� 894 MeVGF 1:16639 � 10�5 GeV�2 � 1/137.036�s(MZ) 0.1172 �h 0.5 GeVmt;pole (178:0 � 4:3) GeV mb;pole (4:65 � 0:10) GeVjVtbV �tsj (40:2 � 2:0)� 10�3 pz = m=mb 0:27 � 0:06fB (200 � 20) MeV f (K�)? (1 GeV) (182 � 10) MeVa(K�)?1 (1 GeV) �0:34 � 0:18 a(K�)?2 (1 GeV) 0:13 � 0:08��1B;+ (1 GeV) (2:15 � 0:50) GeV�1 �B;+ (1 GeV) 1:4� 0:4onstant of the K�-meson, f (K�)? , has remained pratially unhanged, but the Gegen-bauer oeÆients in the K�-meson leading-twist LCDA are e�eted signi�antly. Thetwo Gegenbauer moments a(K�)?1 and a(K�)?2 used in the alulation of the hard-spetatorontributions are now larger in magnitude, have larger errors and, moreover, the �rstGegenbauer moment hanges its sign. For omparison, previously, these oeÆients wereestimated as a(K�)?1 (1 GeV) = 0:20 � 0:05 and a(K�)?2 (1 GeV) = 0:04 � 0:04. The e�et ofthese modi�ations on the QCD form fator TK�1 (0), as well as of some other tehnialimprovements [26℄, has not yet been worked out. Lastly, the �rst inverse moment ��1B;+(�)of the B-meson LCDA has also hanged. In our previous analysis [15℄, we used the value��1B;+(�sp) = (3:0 � 1:0) GeV�1 where the error e�etively inludes the sale dependeneof the leading-twist light-one B-meson wave-funtion �B;+(k; �). In a reent paper byBraun et al. [27℄, the sale dependene of this moment is worked out in the NLO with theresult: ��1B;+(�) = ��1B;+(�0)�1� �s(�)CF� ��B;+(�0)� 12� ln ��0� ; (14)where (�sCF=�) ln(�=�0) < 1 and the quantities ��1B;+(�) and �B;+(�) are de�ned asfollows:��1B;+(�) � 1Z0 dkk �B;+(k; �); �B;+(�) � �B;+(�) 1Z0 dkk ln �k �B;+(k; �): (15)At the initial sale �0 = 1 GeV of the evolution, the above quantities were estimated byusing the method of the Light-Cone-Sum-Rules (LCSR) and their values are presentedin Table 2. At the typial sale �sp = p�hmb;pole ' 1:52 GeV (here, �h = 0:5 GeV isa typial hadroni sale) of the hard-spetator orretions, the �rst inverse moment is6



now estimated as: ��1B;+(�sp) = (2:04� 0:48) GeV�1. Note that, while overlapping withinerrors with the previously used value, the updated estimate is substantially smaller aswell as the urrent error on this quantity is now redued by a fator of two.Updating the analysis presented in Ref. [15℄, and using the experimental results onthe branhing ratios for the B ! K� and B ! Xs deays given in Table 1, thephenomenologial values of the soft part of the QCD form fator are: �(K�0)? (0) = 0:28 �0:02, �(K��)? (0) = 0:27� 0:02 and �(K�=Xs)? (0) = 0:25� 0:02 resulting from the B0d ! K�0and B� ! K�� branhing ratios and from the ratio �Rexp(K�=Xs), respetively. TheQCD form fator �TK�1 (0) di�ers from its soft part ��(K�)? (0) by O(�s) terms worked out inRef. [19℄, whih in our notation is given in Eq. (5.13) of Ref. [15℄. However, the updatedinput parameters redue this orretion, yielding typially a orretion of 2 � 4% only,in ontrast to about 8% previously. Thus, the QCD transition form fator �TK�1 (0) nowdi�ers only marginally from its soft part, and is estimated as follows:�TK�1 (0) = 0:27� 0:02: (16)The entral value of the QCD form fator (16) extrated from the urrent data has re-mained unhanged ompared to the previous estimate �TK�1 (0) = 0:27�0:04 (see Eq. (5.25)of Ref. [15℄), but the error is now redued by a fator 2, mostly due to the redution ofthe unertainty on the input parameters. It remains an interesting and open theoretialquestion if improved theoretial tehniques for the alulation of the transition form fator�TK�1 (0) ould aommodate this phenomenologial result.4. Results for B ! (�; !)  deays and omparison with the BELLE data. Thispart is devoted to an update of the theoretial preditions for the B ! � and B0d ! !branhing ratios, and their omparison with the BELLE data. Results for the diret andmixing-indued CP-violating asymmetries in these deays, the isospin-violating ratio inthe B ! � deays, and the SU(3)-violating ratio in the neutral B0d ! �0 and B0d ! !deays are also presented.4.1. Branhing ratios. We now proeed to alulate numerially the branhingratios for the B� ! ��, B0d ! �0 and B0d ! ! deays. The theoretial ratiosinvolving the deay widths on the r.h.s. of these equations an be written in the form:Rth(�=K�) = Bth(B ! �)Bth(B ! K�) = S� ����VtdVts ����2 (M2B �m2�)3(M2B �m2K�)3 �2 [1 + �R(�=K�)℄ ; (17)Rth(!=K�) = Bth(B0d ! !)Bth(B0d ! K�0) = 12 ����VtdVts ����2 (M2B �m2!)3(M2B �m2K�)3 �2 [1 + �R(!=K�)℄ ; (18)where m� and m! are the masses of the �- and !-mesons, � is the ratio of the transitionform fators, � = �T �1 (0)= �TK�1 (0), whih we have assumed to be the same for the �0- and !-mesons, and S� = 1 and 1=2 for the ��- and �0-meson, respetively. To get the theoretial7



Table 3: Input parameters and their values used to alulate the branhing frations inthe B ! � and B0d ! ! deays. The parameters entering in the B ! K� part inEqs. (17) and (18) are given in Table 2.Parameter Value Parameter Valuem� 771.1 MeV m! 782.57 MeVf (�)? (1 GeV) (160 � 10) MeV a(�)?2(1 GeV) 0:20 � 0:10� 0:85 � 0:10 jVtbV �tdj (8:1 � 0:8) � 10�3�(�)A +0:30� 0:07 �(0)A = ��(!)A +0:03 � 0:01�� 0:17 � 0:07 �� 0:36 � 0:04branhing ratios for the deays B ! � and B0d ! !, the ratios (17) and (18) should bemultiplied with the orresponding experimental branhing ratio of the B ! K� deay.The theoretial unertainty in the evaluation of the Rth(�=K�) and Rth(!=K�)ratios is dominated by the impreise knowledge of � = �T �1 (0)= �TK�1 (0) haraterizing theSU(3) breaking e�ets in the QCD transition form fators. In the SU(3)-symmetry limit,�T �1 (0) = �TK�1 (0), yielding � = 1. The SU(3)-breaking e�ets in these form fators havebeen evaluated within several approahes, inluding the LCSR and Lattie QCD. In theearlier alulations of the ratios [15,28℄, the following ranges were used: � = 0:76�0:06 [15℄and � = 0:76� 0:10 [28℄, based on the LCSR approah [29{33℄ whih indiate substantialSU(3) breaking in the B ! K� form fators. There also exists an improved Lattieestimate of this quantity, � = 0:9�0:1 [34℄. In the present analysis, we use � = 0:85�0:10,given in Table 3 together with the values of the other input parameters entering in thealulation of the B ! (�; !)  deay amplitudes.We now disuss the di�erene in the hadroni parameters involving the �0- and !-mesons. It is known that both mesons are the maximally mixed superpositions of the �uuand �dd quark states: j�0i = (j �ddi � j�uui)=p2 and j!i = (j �ddi+ j�uui)=p2. Negleting theW -exhange ontributions in the deays, the radiative deay widths are determined bythe penguin amplitudes whih involve only the j �ddi omponents of these mesons, leadingto idential branhing ratios (modulo a tiny phase spae di�erene). The W -exhangediagrams from the O(u)1 and O(u)2 operators (in our approah, we are systematiallynegleting the ontributions from the penguin operators O3; :::;O6) yield ontributionsequal in magnitude but opposite in signs. In the numerial analysis, the LCSR results:�(0)A = +0:03 � 0:01 and �(!)A = �0:03 � 0:01 [30℄, are used, where the smallness of thesenumbers reets both the olour-suppressed nature of the W -exhange amplitudes inB0d ! (�0; !)  deays, and the observation that the leading ontributions in the weakannihilation and W -exhange amplitudes arise from the radiation o� the d-quark in theB0d-meson, whih is suppressed due to the eletri harge. The parameter �(�)A entering inB� ! �� and �(0)A in the B0d ! �0 deay have been estimated in the fatorization ap-proximation for the weak annihilation (andW -exhange) ontribution, but this is expetedto be a good approximation in the heavy quark limit, where the O(�s) non-fatorizable8



Table 4: Updated theoretial estimates of the funtions �R(�=K�) and �R(!=K�), andthe ratios of the branhing ratios Rth(�=K�) and Rth(!=K�) de�ned in Eqs. (17)and (18), respetively. The third and fourth rows give the branhing ratios Bth(B ! �)and Bth(B0d ! !) (in units of 10�6) and diret CP asymmetries in the B ! � andB0d ! ! deays, respetively.B� ! �� B0d ! �0 B0d ! !�R 0:116 � 0:099 0:093 � 0:073 0:092 � 0:073Rth 0:0334 � 0:0103 0:0164 � 0:0049 0:0163 � 0:0049Bth 1:35 � 0:42 0:66� 0:20 0:65 � 0:20AdirCP (�11:6� 3:3)% (�9:4+4:2�3:8)% (�8:8+4:4�3:9)%orretions are found to be suppressed in the hiral limit [13℄. Moreover, their magnitudesan be heked experimentally through the radiative deays B� ! `��`, as emphasizedin Ref. [13℄. These and the other parameters needed for alulating the branhing ratiosin the B ! (�; !)  deays are given in Table 3, where we have also given the defaultranges for jVtbV �tdj and the CKM-Wolfenstein parameters �� and �� obtained from the reent�t of the CKM unitarity triangle [25℄.The individual branhing ratios Bth(B ! �) and Bth(B0d ! !) and their ratiosRth(�=K�) and Rth(!=K�) with respet to the orresponding B ! K� branhingratios are presented in Table 4. Note that in our estimates there is pratially no di�erenebetween theB0d ! �0 and B0d ! ! branhing frations, as the two di�er only in the signsof the weak-annihilation ontributions in the deay amplitudes, but these ontributionsgiven in terms of the parameters "(0)A and "(!)A are small. Using the de�nition of theweighted average (3), we get:�Bth[B ! (�; !)℄ = (1:38 � 0:42) � 10�6; (19)�Rth[(�; !)=K�℄ = 0:033 � 0:010; (20)where the urrent experimental values of the B ! K� branhing ratios given in Table 1have been used in arriving at the result (19). These theoretial estimates, arried outin the ontext of the SM, are in the omfortable agreement with the urrent BELLEmeasurements (1) and (7).4.2. CP-violating asymmetries. The diret CP-violating asymmetries in thedeay rates for B+ ! �+ and B0d ! (�0; !)  deays and their harged onjugates arede�ned as follows: AdirCP(��) � B(B� ! ��)� B(B+ ! �+)B(B� ! ��) + B(B+ ! �+) ;AdirCP(�0) � B( �B0d ! �0)� B(B0d ! �0)B( �B0d ! �0) + B(B0d ! �0) ; (21)9



AdirCP(!) � B( �B0d ! !)� B(B0d ! !)B( �B0d ! !) + B(B0d ! !) :The expliit expressions for the �rst two of these asymmetries in terms of the individualontributions in the deay amplitude an be found in Ref. [15℄ and the one for the last,AdirCP(!) may be obtained from AdirCP(�0) by obvious replaements. Their updated valuesin the SM, taking into aount the parametri unertainties and adding the various errorsin quadrature, are presented in Table 4. The main ontribution to the errors is omingthrough the sale dependene and the unertainty in the - to b-quark mass ratio, whihis a NNLO e�et. A omplete NNLO alulation will ertainly be required to redue thetheoretial errors. It should be noted that the predited diret CP-asymmetries in allthree ases are rather sizable (of order 10%) and negative. This di�ers from our earlierestimates [15,28℄, worked out for AdirCP(��) and AdirCP(�0), where the expliit expressionswere erroneously typed and used in the numerial program with the inorret overall sign.The dependene of the diret CP-asymmetry on the CKM unitarity-triangle angle �is presented in the left frame in Fig. 1. We note that the CP-asymmetries are alulatedwith the strong phases generated perturbatively in O(�s) in the QCD fatorization ap-proah. In partiular, they do not inlude any non-perturbative resattering ontribution.We reall that for the CP-asymmetries in non-leptoni deays, suh as in B ! ��, urrentdata point to the inadequay of the perturbatively generated strong phases [25℄. In radia-tive deays B ! (�; !), suh long-distane e�ets enter via the penguin amplitudes P (i)u ,whih are the u�u-loop ontributions involving the operators O(u)i (i = 1; 2), and P (i) , theorresponding �-loop ontributions involving the operators O()i [13℄. They are inludedin the estimates of the omplete matrix elements to a given order [here, up to O(�s)℄.In the hadroni language, they an be modelled via the hadroni intermediate states,suh as B� ! ���0 ! ��, B� ! D�� �D�0 ! ��, et. Their relative ontributionat the amplitude level was estimated for the deay B� ! �� as jP=Ptj ' 0:06 [13℄,with jPuj � jPj. A reent model-dependent estimate [35℄ of the long-distane ontri-bution in B0 ! �0 via the intermediate D+D� state, B0 ! D+D� ! �0, puts therelative ontribution of the long-distane (LD) and short-distane (SD) ontributions tothe deay widths as �LD=�SD ' 0:3, using the lowest order result for �SD. Taking intoaount that the next-to-leading order ontributions in �SD, updated in this paper, resultin an enhanement by a fator of about 1.7, and noting further that the perturbativeharm-penguin ontribution should be subtrated from �LD to avoid double ounting,the remaining resattering ontributions are very likely below 10%. However, one annot exlude an enhaned harm-penguin ontribution at this rate and the CP-asymmetryAdirCP(�0) ould beinuened from suh long-distane ontribution. Charm-penguin en-haned e�ets an be also tested in the Dalitz pair reation B0 ! �0� ! �0 e+e� throughmeasurements of the Stoke's vetor omponents [35℄.We now disuss the time-dependent (or mixing-indued)CP-asymmetry in theB0d(t)!(�0; !)  and �B0d(t)! (�0; !)  deays. Below, the equations for the B0d-meson deays intothe �nal state with the �0-meson are presented. Similar quantities for the deays with the!-meson prodution an be obtained by the obvious replaement: "(0)A ! "(!)A .10
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SLO� = �2F"(0)A sin� (1 � F"(0)A os�)1� 2F"(0)A os�+ (F"(0)A )2 ; (26)where A(1)tR and AuR are the real parts of the NLO ontributions to the deay amplitudesentering Eq. (23). It is easy to see that, negleting the weak-annihilation ontribution("(0)A = 0), the mixing-indued CP-asymmetry vanishes in the leading order. However,inluding the O(�s) ontribution, this CP-asymmetry is non-zero.The dependene on the CKM unitarity-triangle angle � of the mixing-indued CP-asymmetry for the B0d-meson modes onsidered is presented in Fig. 1 (right frame). Thedashed lines show the dependene in the LO while the solid lines orrespond to the NLOresult. Thus, �xing the parameters to their entral values, one noties a marked e�et fromthe NLO orretions on both SLO� and SLO! . However, inluding the errors in the inputparameters, the resulting allowed values for SNLO� and SNLO! are rather unertain. This isworked out by taking into aount the SM range � = (92 � 11)Æ [25℄, and the numerialvalues for these asymmetries in the leading order and inluding the O(�s) orretions areas follows: SLO� = (�2:7� 1:0)%; SNLO� = (0:1+4:7�4:3)%; (27)SLO! = (+2:7 � 1:0)%; SNLO! = (4:0+5:0�4:6)%: (28)Thus, the �1� ranges for the mixing-indued asymmetries in the SM are: �0:04 �SNLO� � 0:05 and �0:01 � SNLO! � 0:09. They are too small to be measured in the nearfuture. Hene, the observation of a signi�ant (and hene measurable) mixing-induedCP-asymmetries S� and S! would signal the existene of CP-violating phases beyondthe SM.4.3. Isospin-violating ratio. The harge-onjugated isospin-violating ratio is de-�ned as follows:� � 12 ��+0 +��0� ; ��0 = �(B� ! ��)2�(B0( �B0)! �0) � 1: (29)The expliit NLO expression in terms of the vertex, hard-spetator and weak-annihilationontributions to the deay amplitude an be found in Ref. [15℄. The dependene of thisratio on the angle � is shown in the left frame in Fig. 2. With the improved input, theupdated result is: � = (1:1 � 3:9)%: (30)Thus, the isospin violation in B ! � deays is expeted to be small in the SM. Thereason for this lies in the dependene � / "(�)A os� + O[("(�)A )2; �s℄, and we have usedthe urrent knowledge of the angle � from the CP-asymmetry in B ! �� deays and theindiret unitarity �ts, yielding � = (92 � 11)Æ [25℄.12
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O(�s) order, is rather lengthy:�(�=!)B; �B = �(�=!)LO "1 + A(1)tR os�� FAuR �A(1)tI sin�C(0)e�7 [os� � F �"A℄ �1 � 2�"A�(�=!)LO � (32)� 2 hA(1)tR � FAuR os� � FAuI sin�iC(0)e�7 [1� 2F �"A os�+ (F �"A)2 + (F�"A)2℄35 ;�(�=!)LO = �2F�"A [os� � F �"A℄1 � 2F �"A os� + (F �"A)2 + (F�"A)2 ; (33)where �"A = ("(0)A + "(!)A )=2 and �"A = ("(0)A � "(!)A )=2. In our approximation, �"A = 0 and,negleting tiny orretions � (F�"A)2, the �nal expression is greatly simpli�ed:�(�=!)NLO = �2F�"AC(0)e�7 h(C(0)e�7 �A(1)tR ) os�+ FAuR os(2�)i : (34)The dependene of this ratio on the angle � is shown in the left frame in Fig. 2. In theSM, with the input parameters spei�ed above, this ratio an be estimated as:�(�=!)NLO = (0:3 � 3:9) � 10�3: (35)This value is an order of magnitude smaller than the isospin-violating ratio (30) in B ! �deays due to the suppression of the weak-annihilation ontributions in the deays of theneutral B-meson. In this ase, the negleted subdominant long-distane ontributionsmay beome important. They an be estimated in a model-dependent way. In anyase, the result in (35) should be improved by inluding the ontributions of the penguinoperators and the NNLO orretions. The ratio �(�=!) in the SM is also too small to bemeasured. Both the ratios � and �(�=!) are sensitive tests of the SM, and as argued inRefs. [28, 37℄ for the isospin-violating ratio �, their measurements signi�antly di�erentfrom zero would reveal physis beyond the SM.5. Determination of jVtd=Vtsj from �Rexp[(�; !) =K�℄. To extrat the value ofjVtd=Vtsj from the B ! (K�; �; !)  deays, we use the ratio �Rth[(�; !) =K�℄, whihan be rewritten within the SM as follows:�Rth[(�; !) =K�℄ = r(�=!)th ����VtdVts ����2 �2; r(�=!)th = 1:18 � 0:10; (36)where the error in r(�=!)th takes into aount all the parametri unertainties exept in �and jVtd=Vtsj whih are treated as free variables. Applying this equation to the BABARupper limit (6) and the BELLE experimental range (7), the produt � jVtd=Vtsj an berestrited as follows: � jVtd=Vtsj > 0:19; (BABAR) (37)� jVtd=Vtsj = 0:19� 0:03; (BELLE) (38)14



where the bound is at 90% C.L., following from the BABAR data. At present, the errorin (38) is dominated by the experimental unertainty. Using the range � = 0:85�0:10 forthe ratio of the transition form fators, one gets the following onstraints on the CKMmatrix element ratio jVtd=Vtsj:jVtd=Vtsj > 0:19; (BABAR) (39)jVtd=Vtsj = 0:22 � 0:05; (BELLE) (40)where the lower limit from the BABAR data (6) orresponds to 90% C.L. In arriving atthese numbers, the theoretial and experimental errors were onsidered as unorrelated.Taking this orrelation into aount, the BELLE data yields the range 0:16 < jVtd=Vtsj <0:29, whih is muh larger than but in agreement with the SM range jVtd=Vtsj = 0:20�0:02.The dependene of the ratio �Rth[(�; !)=K�℄ on jVtd=Vtsj is shown in the right framein Fig. 2. The solid urve orresponds to the entral values of the input parameters, andthe dashed urves are obtained by taking into aount the �1� errors on the individualinput parameters in �Rth[(�; !)=K�℄ and adding the errors in quadrature. The urrentmeasurement for this quantity is also shown in this �gure. Experimental error is urrentlylarge whih renders the determination of jVtd=Vtsj unertain. However, in the long run,with greatly inreased statistis, the impat of the measurement of �Rexp[(�; !)=K�℄ onthe CKM phenomenology, in partiular the pro�le of the unitarity triangle, will dependlargely on the theoretial auray of the ratio �. Note that using jVtd=Vtsj = 0:20� 0:02,the estimates (37) and (38) result into the lower limit � > 0:81 (at 90% C.L.) fromthe BABAR data and the range 0:71 < � < 1:19 from the BELLE measurement. Theseinferenes are not preise enough to distinguish among models of SU(3)-breaking. We hopethat with the �rst measurement of �Rexp[(�; !)=K�℄ having been already posted [1℄, theratio � will reeive a renewed theoretial e�ort, in partiular from the lattie ommunity.6. Current and potential impat of �Rexp[(�; !) =K�℄ on the CKM unitaritytriangle. In this part we present the impat of the B ! (�; !)  branhing ratio onthe CKM parameters �� and ��. For this purpose, it is onvenient to rewrite the ratio�Rth[(�; !)=K�℄ in the form in whih the dependene on the CKM-Wolfenstein parame-ters �� and �� is made expliit:�Rth[(�; !)=K�℄ = �2�24 (M2B �m2�)3(M2B �m2K�)3 h2G(��; ��; "(�)A ) +G(��; ��; "(0)A )i (41)+ �2�24 (M2B �m2!)3(M2B �m2K�)3 G(��; ��; "(!)A ):Here, the funtion G(��; ��; ") enodes both the LO and NLO ontributions:G(��; ��; ") = [1� (1� ") ��℄2 + (1� ")2��2 + 2Re �G0 � ��G1(") + (��2 + ��2)G2(")� ; (42)and the funtions Gi (i = 0; 1; 2) are de�ned as follows:G0 = �A(1)�sp �A(1)K�sp � =C(0)e�7 ; (43)15



Table 5: Values (in units of 10�2) of the real and imaginary parts of the funtions Gi(i = 0; 1; 2), inluding the parametri unertainties, are presented for three values of theweak-annihilation parameter "A."A Re G0 Im G0 Re G1 Im G1 Re G2 Im G2+0:30 4:63� 3:89 �0:48� 1:50 3:50� 7:90 6:20� 4:09 �1:84� 5:89 3:60� 3:38+0:03 4:63� 3:89 �0:48� 1:50 10:80� 5:96 9:01� 3:28 6:10� 4:23 9:18� 3:55�0:03 4:63� 3:89 �0:48� 1:50 12:43� 5:69 9:64� 3:13 7:86� 4:06 10:42� 3:60Table 6: The input parameters used in the CKM-unitarity �ts. Their explanation anddisussion an be found, for example, in Ref. [41℄. The parameter �1 is evaluated at thesale of MS mass m(m) = 1:30 GeV.� 0:2224 � 0:002 (�xed) jVbj (41:2� 2:1) � 10�3jVubj (3:90 � 0:55)� 10�3 a KS 0:736 � 0:049j�Kj (2:280 � 0:13) � 10�3 �MBd (0:503 � 0:006) ps�1�1 1:32 � 0:32 �2 0:57 � 0:01�3 0:47 � 0:05 m(m) (1:25� 0:10) GeVmt(mt) (168 � 4) GeV B̂K 0:86 � 0:15fBdpBBd (215 � 11 � 15+0�23) MeV �B 0:55 � 0:01� 1:14 � 0:03 � 0:02+0:13�0:0 +0:03�0:0 �Rexp[(�; !)=K�℄ 0:042 � 0:013�MBs > 14:4 ps�1 at 95% C.L.G1(") = 2G0 � �Au + "A(1)t� =C(0)e�7 ; (44)G2(") = G0 � �(1 � ")Au + "A(1)t� =C(0)e�7 : (45)Numerial values of the real and imaginary parts of the funtions Gi (i = 0; 1; 2), and theparametri unertainties, are given in Table 5. The three rows in this table orrespondto the deays B� ! ��, B0d( �B0d) ! �0, and B0d( �B0d) ! !, respetively. It shouldbe noted that the funtion G(��; ��; ") (42) is related with the dynamial funtion �R,introdued in Ref. [15℄ to aount for the weak-annihilation and NLO orretions, with:G(��; ��; ") = R2t (1 + �R).To undertake the �ts of the CKM parameters, we adopt a Bayesian analysis method.Systemati and statistial errors are ombined in quadrature. We add a ontribution to the�2-funtion for eah of the input parameters presented in Table 6. Other input quantitiesare taken from their entral values given in the PDG review [38℄. The lower bound on themass di�erene �MBs in the B0s� �B0s system is implemented using the modi�ed �2-method(as desribed in the CERN CKM Workshop proeedings [39℄), whih makes use of theamplitude tehnique [40℄. The Bs $ �Bs osillation probabilities are modi�ed to have thedependene P (Bs ! �Bs) / [1 + A os(�MBst)℄ and P (Bs ! Bs) / [1� A os(�MBst)℄.16



Table 7: The 68% C.L. ranges for the CKM-Wolfenstein parameters, Rb = p��2 + ��2,Rt = p(1 � ��)2 + ��2, CP-violating phases, �MBs and �R[(�; !) =K�℄ from the CKM-unitarity �ts.� 0.2224 A 0:79 � 0:86�� 0:10 � 0:24 �� 0:32 � 0:40Rb 0:37 � 0:43 Rt 0:83 � 0:98sin(2�) �0:44 � +0:30 � (81 � 103)Æsin(2�) 0:69 � 0:78 � (21:9 � 25:5)Æsin(2) 0:50 � 0:96  (54 � 75)Æ�MBs (16:6 � 20:3) ps�1 �R[(�; !) =K�℄ (2:3 � 4:3)%The ontribution to the �2-funtion is then:�2(�MBs) = 2 �Erf�1�12 Erf 1�Ap2 �A��2 ; (46)where A and �A are the world average amplitude and error, respetively. The resulting�2-funtion is then minimized over the following parameters: ��, ��, A, B̂K, �1, �2, �3,m(m), mt(mt), �B, fBdpBBd, �. Further details an be found in Ref. [41℄.We present the output of the �ts in Table 7, where we show the 68% C.L. rangesfor the CKM parameters A, �� and ��, the angles of the unitarity triangle �, � and , aswell as sin(2�i) with �i = �; �; , and �MBs. The allowed pro�le (at 95% C.L.) of theunitarity triangle from the resulting �t is shown in Fig. 3 as shaded region. Here we alsoshow the 95% C.L. range of the ratio �Rexp[(�; !) =K�℄ = �Bexp[B ! (�; !) ℄= �Bexp(B !K�), whih is used as an input in the �ts now. We �nd that the urrent measurementof �Rexp[(�; !) =K�℄ is in omfortable agreement with the �ts of the CKM unitaritytriangle resulting from the measurements of the �ve quantities (Rb, �K, �MBd, �MBs,and a KS). The resulting ontour in the ��� �� plane pratially oinides with the shadedregion, and hene not shown. We onlude that due to the large experimental erroron �Rexp[(�; !) =K�℄, but also due to the signi�ant theoretial errors, the impat ofthe measurement of B ! (�; !) deays on the pro�le of the CKM unitarity triangle isurrently small. How this ould hange in future is illustrated by reduing the urrentexperimental error on �Rexp[(�; !) =K�℄ by a fator 3, whih is a realisti hope for thepreision on this quantity from the B-fatory experiments in a ouple of years from now.The resulting (95% C.L.) ontours are shown as dashed-dotted urves, whih result inreduing the urrently allowed �� � �� parameter spae. This impat will be enhaned ifthe theoretial errors, dominated by ��=�, are also brought under ontrol.17
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